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How to Assess a Research Study 

 
These are suggestion on how to assess a research study: 

 Reade the Abstract since it summarizes the research question. 

 Reade the Introductions since it has information about authors’ intent in the 

research. 

 Read the Discussion section since it explains the main findings in details. 

 Read the Methods section since it explains techniques and instruments that are used 

 Read the Result section since it explains the statistical analyses.  

 Read the Conclusion since it presents the findings. 

A research study manifests itself to proliferate knowledge of society, to establish or confirm 

facts, reaffirm results of previous work, and solve existing problems and moreover to develop 

new policies.  Furthermore we know each research methodology has its own strength, weakness 

and limitation, therefore, we must utilize certain indicators to enhance our own understanding of 

the main areas by providing answers to each part would assist us to formulate our understanding 

of the research study.  Through this brief review, we assess various components of the research 

study.  First you have to choose the study that you are reviewing. For example we want to review 

the study (Obesity-related glomerulopathy) retrieved from: 

http://www.nature.com/ki/journal/v59/n4/full/4492179a.html 

Review the study components in the left-side column. Refer to the study you chose, and 

complete the data in the right-side column with the key components in that study. 

Below chart is an example of the steps that you might be taking in order to assess a research  

study, you may create your own chart, and this chart is just a guide. 

http://www.nature.com/ki/journal/v59/n4/full/4492179a.html


Assessing a Research Study 
 

 

Research Question Was obesity the cause of glomerulopathy? 

 

How did the research question emerge from the 

review of literature in the article? 

This study was based on the result of cross-sectional 

epidemiologic studies in the U.S and other Western countries 

in relation between obesity and kidney disease 

 

Independent Variables 

 

Obesity 

 

Dependent Variables 

 

Glomerulopathy 

 

Identify and Define the Study Design Elements  The study was designed to determine the changing biopsy 

incidence of obesity-related glomerulopathy (ORG) and the 

development of glomerulomegaly and focal segmental 

glomerulosclerosis (FSGS) over the past 15 years. 

 

Quantitative vs. Qualitative: The study was quantitative cohort study 

 

Sample Size 

 

57 

Sample selection and Explanation. 

 

Samples were selected from the Renal Pathology laboratory 

of Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center from January 1986 

to April 2000 and reviewed retrospectively for evidence of 

ORG.  

 

Identify and define the experimental and control 

groups? 

The experimental group was ORG and the control group was 

I-FSGS. 

Reliable and valid data Yes 

 

What statistics were used? Nonparametric method: Fischer’s exact test, The Mann-

Whitney U test, and the Wilcoxon signed ranks test. 

Multivariate analysis was performed by logistic regression 

analysis. Monte Carlo approximation was used as well as 

SPSS® 10.0.5 and multivariate analysis was performed by 

Cox regression analysis.  For log rank test, Kaplan and Meier 

were used.  Statistical significance was assumed at P˂0.05. 

 

Did the researchers’ conclusions make sense, did 

they answer the research question, and did they 

appear to flow from the review of the literature? 

 

Yes, researchers provided logical explanation for the research 

question and it was based on the peer-reviewed literature on 

the subject. 

 

Did they explore control of extraneous variables? N/A 
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